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Introduction
The question of how to manage the costs of government is a hot topic in Kenya. There have been numerous
debates about whether the state structure created by the 2010 constitution is “affordable” with some
politicians pushing to reduce the number of counties, abolish the Senate, or even slash the size of the
National Assembly. While there is an apparent logic to these concerns – the new constitution did create
scores of offices, representatives, commissions, and other institutions, that do have a substantial cost – it is
not entirely clear how much it costs to run government and how these costs can be controlled.
Among the many new offices and new costs, perhaps none is more important to understand than the costs of
running a county government. This matter is at the heart of what sustainable devolution means, but is also
important for thinking about how to share revenues across counties. In general, we want to ensure that
counties have the resources they need to cover their costs. At the same time, we want to encourage
counties to fulfill their functions at the lowest cost possible. People who are reading and engaging with
county budgets also need to know how much of their budget should be spent on these running costs and
how much is available for services.
So how much does it cost to run a county government? Our analysis suggests that the total cost of running
counties in FY 2015/16 is about Ksh 48.5 billion. In addition, we provide detailed analysis of how much it
costs to run each county in Annex 1, which is also available as a spreadsheet on our website. The data
indicate that the average cost of running a county is Ksh 1.03 billion, with costs ranging from Ksh 695 million
(Isiolo and Lamu) to Ksh 1.80 billion (Nairobi).
This information can be used to assess individual county budgets, and to consider the appropriate size of the
basic equal share in the Commission on Revenue Allocation’s (CRA) revenue sharing formula. 1 However,
other factors should also be considered. For example, population may be a proxy for the difference in costs
between high-cost counties (e.g., Nairobi) and low-cost counties (e.g., Isiolo). The larger number of wards
(and therefore Members of County Assemblies, MCAs), the larger county executive committee, and the
higher administrative costs in counties like Nairobi are directly associated with their larger population.
One way of thinking about the basic equal share is to base it on the county with the lowest cost. Thus all
counties would get what Isiolo or Lamu gets for basic running costs as the basic equal share. They would
then get more than that based on factors which are different, such as population, land area, etc. 2

1

The basic equal share is the amount of money that is given to each county for costs that are equally distributed across all counties.
we could give each county the average running costs. This would mean that money was being given to places like Lamu for
running costs that they do not have and taken away from counties that have higher costs and would get more if we used other, more realistic
factors to allocate the funds.
2 Alternatively,
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An estimate of the basic equal share based on running costs for Isiolo or Lamu would come to about Ksh
32.7 billion. This is approximately 13 percent of the total equitable share for counties in 2015/16 (Ksh 260
billion).This would then be our best estimate of the percentage of the formula that should go to the basic
equal share. Given the uncertainty in the estimates, and to avoid major disruptions, the basic equal share
percentage should be brought down to the range of 15 to 20 percent as an initial step.
Our estimates are based on the best available information, but we issue two notes of caution. First, available
information is incomplete and could mean that our figures are somewhat higher or somewhat lower than the
true costs.
Second, these figures do not include the full cost of an expansion in access to car loans and mortgages
introduced by the Salaries and Remuneration Commission in 2014. As we show, that benefit alone dwarfs all
other costs associated with the running of counties. At a minimum, the one-off costs of establishing a fund
that could immediately pay loans to all eligible staff measured in this paper (beyond the MCA and CEC loans
we have included) is approximately Ksh 120 billion, about two and a half times our estimate of all other
running costs combined. This cost will rise when the enhanced benefit is also extended to MCA and CECs,
who were originally offered a more modest package. Our estimate of the total cost going forward of
extending this benefit to all eligible workers (not including service delivery staff, such as health workers) at
the new rates is nearly Ksh 171 billion.

Background
We start by explaining what we mean by “running” a county. Our primary focus here is on the minimum staff
and administrative expenses required to actually run county operations. In other words, we estimate the key
personnel, such as governors and assembly members, and the key systems, such as the financial
management system, that are required to keep the doors open. We do not estimate the direct cost of
delivering services, which is primarily driven by the functions of county governments (health, agriculture,
etc.). For example, the estimates do not include the cost of health workers. For more on those costs, please
refer to Budget Brief 19.3
For simplification, we divide the main running costs for counties into two broad areas.
 Core Personnel: governors, deputy governors, County Executive Committee members (CECs),
Members of County Assemblies (MCAs), and a host of officers (such as County Chief Officers) that run
the county government. This cost includes salaries and allowances, as well as some additional
benefits, such as pensions.
 Administration/Operations: setting up and running financial management systems, human resources,
accounting departments, etc. These are basically support services that ensure smooth running of the
county. This also includes the support staff at the assembly and executive, County Public Service
Board, and County Assembly Service Board.
These two categories are meant to help simplify and classify our calculations, but they have areas which
overlap. For example, there are wage costs that go into administration and operations. We explain further
below how each category is calculated to avoid missing important costs or double-counting others.
Some proportion of these running costs are similar across all counties, regardless of the county’s population
or geography. This is what justifies a “basic equal share” in the revenue sharing formula. However, not
everything is similarly priced across counties regardless of their characteristics. For example, the costs
associated with governors and deputy governors are the same across all countries because their salaries are
set by the Salaries and Remuneration Commission (SRC). The number of MCAs and the number of ward
offices that a county must maintain, however, differ with the population size of the county. For such costs, it
3 International Budget Partnership “County Budgets: How Do We Know If There is Enough Money to Maintain Key Services?” Budget Brief 19,

August 2013. Available at: http://internationalbudget.org/wp-content/uploads/brief19.pdf
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is not appropriate to give an equal share to all counties. Because the precise size of these costs, and the
share that is exactly equal, are unknown, we do not know how big the basic equal share should be. This has
been a challenge in defining the formula parameter, which is currently set at 25 percent without a clear basis.
At the same time, the total size of all running costs across counties is an input into the vertical sharing of
revenue, since counties should, by Article 203 of the constitution, have the resources they need to carry out
their functions. While this must be balanced against the needs of the national government, it is clear that the
administrative costs of running counties, along with the cost of delivering devolved services, should be taken
into account when determining the vertical share.
In spite of the importance of this topic, there are still some important gaps in understanding exactly how
much it costs to run a county. This reflects a lack of transparency on the part of National Treasury, the
Salaries and Remuneration Commission and the CRA, among others. By collecting this data and pointing out
the gaps, we aim to encourage Parliament to demand better analysis of this issue to be used in determining
the vertical and horizontal revenue shares. Civil society and the public can also use our analysis to demand
more and better information on their own county’s costs.
The rest of this brief explains how we estimate the costs for core personnel and administration/operations.
We point out areas where we lack complete or reliable data along the way. We then show our estimate of the
costs per county and make our determination of what this implies about the proper size of the basic equal
share.

Sources
The main sources of data we used for this analysis are the following:
 Gazette Notices from the Salaries and Remuneration Commission.4
 Reports and Circulars from the Commission on Revenue Allocation.5
 Division of Revenue Bills and Acts. 6
These sources provide different types of data. Wage and allowance figures from the SRC circulars are
binding on state officers, so there can be no question about their validity as estimates of cost (though one
can question the wisdom of the SRC in setting particular wages or allowances). Data from the National
Treasury or CRA, by contrast, are estimates, often based on assumptions that are unknown to outsiders.
These estimates were used as they are the only figures available for certain items but we do not endorse
them as accurate. Available documents do not allow us to understand the actual basis for these estimates.

Core Personnel
Core personnel costs are divided into the staff necessary to run the executive and the county assembly,
including the costs of the politicians themselves. Table 1 below clarifies all the officers we looked at in the
executive. Table 2 clarifies the officers we looked at in the assembly. In each case, we used estimates from
different sources as necessary to estimate these costs. For example, the key inputs into the governor’s
salary are from a SRC gazette released in July 2014 which reviewed the executive salaries from an earlier
notice. However, the circular did not have the details of the number of staff in each county, such as CECs
and Chief Officers. In such cases, we made use of the formula given in Article 19(3) of the Constitution on
the number of CECs that a county can have. The inputs used to estimate assembly costs are from the SRC
circular released in November 2013 which had details of different staff levels and compensation at the
4

Salaries and Remuneration Commission Circulars released in July 2013, November 2013, July 2014, November 2014 and December 2014.
CRA Recommendation On the Basis of Equitable Sharing of Revenue Raised Nationally between National and County Governments for
Financial Year 2015/16 http://www.crakenya.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/CRA-FINAL-VERTICAL-RECOMMENDATION-ON-EQUITABLEREVENUE-SHARING-2015-6-Jan-2015-Final-Edited.pdf and CRA Ceilings for 2015/16 http://www.crakenya.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/CRA-Circular-on-budget-ceiling-for-FY-2015-161.pdf
6 Division of Revenue Bills and Acts 2013/14 and 2014/15
5
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County Assembly. In cases where data on particular officers were not provided in any of the SRC notices, we
used the recommended ceilings from the CRA or figures from the CRA report on the vertical sharing of
revenue for FY 2015/16, which has some details on staff costs in both arms of government. For example,
there is no formal estimate of the number of support staff for the governor. In developing its ceilings, CRA
assumed one cook, one tea person, one gardener, and six security officers. We adopted these assumptions
as well.
To estimate personnel costs we used the latest official figures available from SRC wherever possible. For
example, the executive figures we used were from the latest gazette notices from SRC which were released
in July 2014 for the executive and November 2014 for the assemblies. The assembly circular has details of
the leadership levels within the county assemblies that we used to calculate the costs incurred for majority
and minority leaders on top of the standard MCA compensation.
SRC provides salary figures over five years, the period during which most state officers hold office. Third
year salary happens to be the salary for FY 2015/16, which is the current budget year as we are writing this,
but the main reason we chose it was because we wanted to calculate an average cost per year over five
years. This allows us to multiply our results by five to get full costs over five years. This is useful for thinking
about the basic equal share in the CRA formula, which is intended to last for a period of five years. Five
years is also the length of a single government period.
We included allowances and estimates for other benefits, such as airtime and insurance. For allowances, we
used the maximum allowable rates provided by SRC wherever possible. This means that the true costs
might be somewhat less but should not be more. We had to include additional costs, such as that for mileage
as well as mortgage and car loans, which are costs that both the executive and the county assemblies will
incur in the five year term period of their existence. We treated these loans as a one-off cost annualized over
five years, but we included in our initial estimates only loans for the County Executive Committee members
and the MCAs, which were the only beneficiaries of these schemes prior to 2015. See Annex 4 for a more
detailed explanation of how we handled car loans and mortgages.
Among the more challenging areas to estimate are the operations and maintenance (O&M) costs beyond
salaries associated with county staff. CRA adopts a standard estimate of O&M cost as 30 percent of other
recurrent costs. We used this standard and based our estimates on 30 percent of total compensation. We
then added in CRA estimates for insurance costs. Nevertheless, it is not entirely clear what the basis for the
CRA figures for O&M or insurance are, so there remains some uncertainty around whether these numbers
are accurate.7

Table 1: Core Executive Personnel: Estimated Annual Costs across the 47 Counties

7

CRA indicates that the insurance and O&M originated from the National Treasury, but we have not been able to verify the exact source.
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Table 2: Core County Assembly Staff: Estimated Annual Costs across the 47 Counties

*The number of committees per county assembly we used was 20, which is the actual mean number across all counties based on figures from
8

the County Assemblies Forum.
**The Speaker’s Panel includes the speaker and the deputy speakers. Since their responsibility allowances were calculated as part of the costs
in row 1 and 2, we do not include them here again.

Tables 1 and 2 show that the total cost of the executive officers for which we collected data was Ksh 6.6
billion. For the Assembly, it was approximately Ksh 16.1 billion. Together the core personnel costs for both
branches of the government are Ksh 22.7 billion. However, if we include the cost for car loan and mortgage
expenditure for the CECs and MCAs then the costs for the executive and assemblies increase to Ksh 7.1
billion and Ksh 18.3 billion. This makes the total estimated cost for core personnel for both arms Ksh 25.4
billion.

Table 3: How Total Estimated Costs Change With Average versus Actual Number of
County Assembly Committees

These costs are estimated using an average number of 20 committees per assembly. There is no obvious
reason why some counties should have (or do have) more committees than others. To avoid assuming that

8

This information is available from the Record of Committees section of the County Assemblies Forum website at:
http://www.countyassembliesforum.org/images/stories/Excel/DATABASEOFCOUNTYASSEMBLYCOMMITTEES.xlsx. For more on these
calculations, see Annex 1.
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counties with more committees need them, which would push up our estimated costs without justification, we
use average committee numbers.
How much of a difference does this make? If we use the actual number of assembly committees, the
assembly costs would drop to about 16.0 billion, slightly lower than when we use the average number of
committees. This has little effect on the total costs for the executive and the assembly when rounded, which
are still about Ksh 22.7 billion. While the overall change in total costs is minor, the use of actual committee
numbers does have a substantial impact on individual counties (see Table 3). Some counties such as
Makueni have a higher number of committees than average and therefore higher personnel costs. In the
case of Makueni, its total costs are one percentage point higher due to the large number of committees in the
county assembly. The opposite is true for counties such as Kakamega and Turkana, which have fewer than
the average number of committees.
It is also important point to note the number of positions in the assembly. The number of leadership positions
in Table 2 is based in part on the fact that if an MCA holds two leadership positions, they should only receive
the higher of the two remuneration packages (including allowances) associated with that single position. This
is why there appear to be fewer than 47 of certain leadership positions like the Deputy Majority Leader.
When calculating costs, we do not include an MCA who is a Deputy Majority Leader if he also holds another
higher-paying position, since he will not be paid twice. In many smaller counties, MCAs hold multiple
positions due to their limited number and this is what causes there to be fewer than 47 for some leadership
positions. To avoid double counting, we included the cost of the higher salary only.

Administration/Operations
Classifying administrative costs is not straightforward. We have included chief officers in our estimate of
personnel, but they might also be considered an administrative cost. We define administrative costs here to
include costs that are not directly related to the salaries of the executive or assembly officers, but are
necessary for those officers to carry out their work. We therefore included a set of “back office” services,
such as recruiting (the public service boards), purchasing, and other support staff, such as finance
personnel. This is consistent with CRA’s 2012 submission to Parliament which states that “procurement,
accounting, auditing, ICT, planning, among others,” would be included in administration.9 While there are
different approaches that could be taken to define what counts as core personnel and what counts as
administration, the total estimate we are aiming for (which is the sum of both) would remain the same.
The easiest cost to calculate here is for the County Public Service Board (CPSB) and the County Assembly
Service Board (CASB). CRA estimated the CASB costs in its 2015/16 recommendations and they are also
captured in the ceilings for 2015/16. The SRC’s July 2014 circular included costs for the CPSB. Table 4
shows the costs of running these two bodies based on SRC and CRA figures. For the CPSB, however, we
have used the statutory maximum of 5 members for this body (rather than the 4 used by CRA). The County
Governments Act 2012 says that boards can consist of three to five members. Table 4 also shows the costs
of the ward and sub-county administrators.

Commission on Revenue Allocation (2012) “Recommendations on sharing of revenue raised nationally between the national and county
governments for the fiscal year 2012/13 and among county governments for the fiscal years 2012/13-2014/15,”
9
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Table 4: Annual County Administrative and Operational Estimated Costs

10

Source: CRA Ceilings 2015/16 and SRC July 2014

Table 4 also provides the estimated cost of running public financial management systems. We confronted
some challenges in estimating these costs due to confusion across various sources. We made some
adjustments to, and averaged, figures from CRA and National Treasury, arriving at a total of Ksh 6.5 billion
(Row 9). The details of how we arrived at our figures are included in Annex 1.
Clearly there is more to running “back office” services than just the public finance system. But do we have
any estimates of the other running costs? CRA uses a standard estimate of 30 percent of wage costs as a
top-up for “operations and maintenance” in their recommendations for the DOR in 2015/16. 11 Table 4 uses
this estimate as well.
Table 5 below shows total costs of core personnel, administration, car loans, and mortgages and bring us to
our total cost of Ksh 48.5 billion.

Table 5: Estimating Total County Costs

Data Challenges
This analysis is based on the best publicly available data we could find. It comes from official circulars and
reports produced by constitutional commissions and executive agencies. Howevermuch of the available
information lacks clear justification from those bodies and it is impossible to adjudicate differences between
them.
For example, when we compare the new CRA ceilings and our estimates derived from SRC gazette notices
released in 2014, there are slight differences as shown below. This may be related to slight differences in the
number of positions used to calculate costs. CRA may have had the actual number of positions, as opposed
to using the theoretical maximum we relied upon. Another possible explanation is that CRA figures are based
10

The public service costs were obtained from the SRC gazette notice, those of the sub-county administrators, ward administrators and advisors
are from the CRA report for the vertical sharing of revenue while the chief of staff and PFM staff costs are from the 2015/16 ceilings. All the
administrative costs for the County Assembly were from the CRA ceilings, 2015/16.
11 CRA Recommendation On the Basis of Equitable Sharing of Revenue Raised Nationally between National and County Governments for
Financial Year 2015/16 http://www.crakenya.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/CRA-FINAL-VERTICAL-RECOMMENDATION-ON-EQUITABLEREVENUE-SHARING-2015-6-Jan-2015-Final-Edited.pdf
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on a different year in the SRC circular (e.g., whereas our figures are based on third year salaries, theirs may
be based on first year figures).

Table 6: Discrepancies in CRA and SRC Costs

Conclusion and Recommendations
This analysis has established that the total cost of running counties, meaning core personnel and
administrative overhead, is just under Ksh 50 billion. (See Annex 3 for the costs for each individual county.)
These figures give citizens a sense of the cost of running their own counties and are an important piece of
information as public reviews and inputs into county budgets going forward.
Our findings suggest that the weight attributed to the basic equal share in the current formula is too high. The
basic equal share should correspond to the minimum amount needed to run county operations across all
counties. The formula should then use other factors to top this amount up, such as population or land area,
which give a more accurate indication of specific county costs above this minimum. We therefore propose to
the Senate that the basic equal share should be reduced in the process of revising the current formula.
We lack precise data on county costs. For example, our costs do not include an estimate of the so-called
“extra mileage allowance” which is given to MCAs who travel more than 90 kilometers to get to their wards
each week. Calculating this allowance would require information on how each of the 47 counties calculate
distances between each ward and the county assembly offices. In the absence of this information we were
not able to estimate this, which suggests that our cost estimates may be somewhat lower than the actual
costs. However, the large factor for O&M could also be an overestimate, and we have taken the maximum
possible amounts for all items, such as gratuity, whereas that may not be necessary in all cases. These
could make our estimates slightly higher than the true costs.
In considering how to adjust the basic equal share in the formula, the Senate could consider the following.
Our estimates put the figure at 13 percent of the equitable share because, unlike CRA, we give counties the
minimum needed for equal costs and let the other variables in the formula give more to larger counties (both
in population and land area). We based our 13 percent on the cost of delivering services in Lamu and Isiolo
multiplied by the 47 counties (Ksh 32.7 billion) and taken as a share of the Ksh 260 billion received by
counties in 2015/16.
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How does this compare to the current basic equal share formula? In order to justify the 25 percent that is
currently used in the formula, the actual costs of running Lamu or Isiolo would have to be roughly double our
estimates. We believe this is not credible. We therefore propose that the basic equal share be reduced to
somewhere between 15 and 20 percent and then adjusted as more accurate data about county costs
become available over time.
Our analysis does not include the massive expansion in the eligibility for subsidized car loans and mortgages
approved by SRC in December 2014. We did not include this because it is not obligatory that all counties
provide for it, nor that it be provided immediately. Further, its cost implications are potentially so high that
they swamp the other costs described here. As is clear from Annex 2, the one-time costs of this scheme for
the core personnel and administrative staff discussed is more than double all other running costs combined.
We must ask serious questions about the sustainability of a program that, to fully implement, would require
counties to put aside an additional Ksh 120 billion, to say nothing of what the national government would
require.12 This figure is additional to the car loans and mortgages already covered in our estimates (for CEC
members and MCAs) and is on the lower side, because the value of benefits going forward is higher than it
was for the first set of CECs and MCAs. Using the new values established by SRC for 2015 forward, the total
cost of this program for all workers discussed in this brief would be Ksh 171 billion (including MCAs and
CECs at the new rates). This does not include the costs of providing this benefit to public service workers at
county level, such as doctors, whose costs we did not consider.

12

This is based on an assumption that the scheme is managed as a cash-backed scheme as was the case for the first set of benefits provided to
CECs and covered in an SRC circular from September 2014. The one-off costs would be much lower, but the ongoing costs much higher, if the
scheme was financed through an interest rate subsidy instead.
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Annex 1 Detailed Assumptions Used to Make Calculations
Number of MCAs in different committee positions
The number of MCAs who serve in different capacities in committees was calculated as follows. First, we
calculated the average number of committees per County Assembly according to data from the County
Assemblies Forum. This figure, which came to an average of 20 committees, was then assigned as the
number of committees in each assembly. According to the same data, the speakers of the assemblies chair
at least three different committees in each assembly. We made an assumption that the speakers also chair
the Powers and Privileges committees. We did this because in every county where the position was filled,
the speaker was the chairperson. This brought the total number of chair positions held by the speaker to
four. Therefore, the maximum number of chairpersons in each assembly is 17. This assumes that a different
member chairs the other 16 committees not chaired by the speaker, and the speaker is treated as a
chairman once for the four committees (and chairpersons do not receive extra allowances for chairing more
than one committee). The Deputy Chairperson position could be held by 20 different members in every
assembly that has more than 37 members (20 Deputy Chairs plus 17 different Chairs) including the speaker,
but the numbers would be lower in counties with fewer MCAs. Consider Lamu, which has 20 MCAs plus the
Speaker. In this case, 17 different members of the assembly (including the Speaker) can hold the
chairperson position and earn the maximum sitting allowance. This leaves four members that are not chairs
but could serve as deputy chairs. All other deputy chairs would also be chairs of another committee and
would therefore not earn any additional allowances for deputy positions.
County Executive Committee Members and Chief Officers
The number of CECs was calculated based on the formula given in Article 179(3) of the constitution. Any
county with 30 or more MCAs will have 10 CECs. Any county with less than 30 MCAs will have CECs equal
to one third the number of MCAs. Using this formula, we calculated 458 CEC members. We assumed each
CEC would have one Chief Officer, so this would give 458 COs as well.
Other positions for which there are no fixed estimates
As described above, there are some positions for which we did not have any official guidance on numbers. In
the case of the number of cooks or tea persons for the governor, we used CRA guidance provided to us by
the Commission that was utilized in their ceiling recommendations. They also assume four advisors to the
governor, which we adopted. Clearly, there are other positions that may not have been considered but must
exist. A Transition Authority notice from September 6, 2013 indicated that governors and/or deputy
governors might consider positions of “Driver, Receptionist and Cameraman” but deputy governors should
not employ chiefs of staff. The implication is clearly that these three positions would be funded. As we do not
have any other information estimating these costs, we opted not to include them. It is also unclear whether or
not it is necessary to include some of these staff costs in addition to the 30% operations & maintenance
costs we have already included, as certainly some of them should be covered by operations.
For County Public Service Boards, CRA has used an estimate of four members in its ceilings, while the law
(County Governments Act Section 58) allows this number to vary between three and five. We have used the
maximum in law here, since we have no basis for assuming that counties should choose to have four rather
than five members.
Other allowances
Generally, all allowances are specified in particular SRC notices. However, when SRC updates a salary or
other allowance, they often specify that the other allowances they have not modified will continue as per the
previous circular. The origin of most of these allowances is in an early gazette notice, dated March 1, 2013,
No. 33. That notice listed the governor allowance, the deputy governor allowance, health and other group
insurance benefits, sitting allowances, airtime allowances, and so on.
www.internationalbudget.org
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PFM Costs
Treasury estimated the cost of PFM systems at Ksh 5.6 billion in indicative figures released to counties in
June 2013, as well as in the Division of Revenue Bill 2013. It is not clear what these figures were based on.
In 2014, CRA gave an estimate for “PFM Staff” of Ksh 6.1 billion in their circular indicating the ceilings for the
executive and the assembly; this was increased to 6.7 billion in their recommendations for the 2015/16
division of revenue and the same amount is reflected in the ceilings for 2015/16. Since neither Treasury nor
CRA provides any justification for their figures, we took an average of the two. Because the Treasury figures
are older, we first adjusted them for average inflation over two years (about 6% per year) so the figure rose
to Ksh 6.3 billion. We then took the average of this and the CRA figure of 6.7 billion and arrived at Ksh 6.5
billion.
One thing that is not clear from either the Treasury or CRA estimates is whether these are ongoing costs, or
include some one-off or start-up costs of setting up the PFM system. While it seems likely that some or many
of the staff needed to run PFM are actually permanent, Treasury noted in the DORB 2013 that “These costs
were based on an interim structure for public finance management for counties as agreed by the National
Treasury and the Transition Authority.” This suggests this was a temporary arrangement and would not
require further annual transfers at the same level. We have no clarity about what share of the costs are oneoff expenditures, so we leave the estimates at Ksh 6.5 billion but note that they may be overestimated due to
continued inclusion of one off costs.
O&M
The operations and maintenance costs were calculated as a percentage of the total wages and total
administrative costs. For the core personnel the O&M was calculated as 30 percent of the total wages plus
insurance costs for the executive. The same was done for the administrative part of the executive as well.
This was the same process for the county assemblies. The CRA calculated operations and maintenance
costs as 30 percent of the total costs but there is no explanation of how they arrived at 30 percent as the
correct figure.

Table A.1: Estimated Cost for Operations and Maintenance

Gratuity
For non-permanent staff, the gratuity payment is normally calculated as 31% of the base pay. As SRC
explains in the Kenya Gazette Vol CXV No 33 (March 1, 2013), this means 31% of 60% of gross pay. For
regular public servants that are permanent and pensionable, the pension payment is lower and contributory
where the employer contributes 15% (and the employee contributes 7.5%). However, there is a lack of clarity
about in which category many workers at the county level should fall. We therefore estimated gratuity for all
of them using the 31% of base pay rule, which likely overestimates the pension costs. For the county
assembly staff and ward staff, we used an estimate from CRA (from their 2015/16 vertical share
recommendations) of the total numbers and total remuneration. It is not entirely clear whether this includes
gratuity/pension, but we assumed that it did and did not add the 31% gratuity to those positions.
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Other Items Not Costed
Extra mileage allowance for MCAs
This is an allowance for MCAs who travel more than 90 Km per week to get to their wards and is calculated
based on the distance between the assembly and the wards. This data is generated by the public works
departments in the counties but it has not yet been consolidated. We were therefore unable to estimate it.
Insurance
We used insurance cost estimates provided by CRA in their 2015/16 vertical share recommendation, which
we believe are primarily for health. Health care is the most significant insurance cost, but not the only one.
County officials also receive life, disability and accident insurance. In addition, they must purchase other
kinds of property insurance to cover the county’s assets. We were not able to get good estimates for these
insurance costs. They may be considered to be part of O&M, but since the estimated O&M costs are
themselves of unclear origin, we cannot be certain.
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Annex 2: Car Loans and Mortgages
This section discusses the car loans and mortgages for CECs and MCAs that we included in our estimates
first. It then also discusses the expanded benefit starting in 2015 that potentially covers the entire public
service.
CEC and MCA car loan and mortgage costs (pre-2015)
The Salaries and Remuneration Commission has issued three circulars that give direction on car loans and
mortgages for national and county government officials. The first two circulars were for Members of County
Assemblies and the County Executive Committee Members. These are the costs that we have included in
our calculations.
In making our overall calculations, we considered certain benefits over the period and divided them by five to
get an annual cost. This is sensible for certain costs, but may not be the most technically sophisticated way
to deal with others. For example, the cost of mortgages and car loans for MCAs could be treated differently.
Technically, this is a one-time cost, payable over the five years that the MCA is in office. In that sense, our
approach is logical. However, this is meant to be a cash-backed revolving fund, meaning that the cost of the
benefit over time should be less, since repayments from MCAs will replenish most of the fund. In other
words, this is a one-off cost that should be averaged over many more than five years.
However, normally, money that is invested in a fund that is then lent out at below market rates is thought to
have a cost equivalent to the difference between what the funds could have earned if lent at market rates
and the amount they are earning at a subsidized rate. We opted to avoid this complexity. First, we thought
that it was more reasonable for the government, which operates on a cash basis, to write off the one-off
expenditure of the fund. For our purposes in estimating the cost of the benefit over the first five years of
devolution, this gives a good estimate of the amount of money counties needed to receive. Assuming that
counties are repaid at a high rate during the first five year period, then the fund will become an asset in the
second period and could perhaps be treated in a more sophisticated fashion. It would also not be necessary
to give counties funding for this purpose if they had all built up funds in the first five years. Second, given that
we are in a transitional period and that we do not know what benefits will look like in a few years, we thought
it made sense to simply write-off the expense.
We are also aware that counties lack guidance on how to set up this fund and they may be doing so in ways
that involve expensive arrangements with private banks. While this may make the costs higher than our
estimates, it is not something that should be endorsed. We should not give counties extra money to use
more expensive means of doing the same things unless there is a justification for it.
Expanded Car Loan and Mortgage Scheme (post-2015)
The third SRC circular related to car loans and mortgages was issued in December 2014 and spread the
benefits to all state and public officers. This is even more challenging to cost than the original benefit for
MCAs and CECs. First, staff numbers and their job groups are key determinant of the costs and this
information is not publicly available for some of the positions. Second, the expanded benefit for mortgages is
no longer for a 5-year repayment period, but now for 20 years. This has implications for how much funding is
needed at any given point, and raises new issues about repayment rates, etc. The circular also seems to
introduce the possibility of operating the scheme in cooperation with financial institutions and no longer refers
to it as “cash-backed.” It is therefore open to different interpretations as to how it will be operationalized. It
should be evident that if the benefit is cash-backed, it implies high upfront costs to create the fund, but over
time, the government accrues interest and repayment so that the ongoing costs decline dramatically. On the
other hand, if the scheme is implemented as an interest rate subsidy, the upfront costs will be lower, but the
county will be paying the subsidy every year and will not accrue any benefit from the scheme, so ongoing
costs will be higher.
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We decided to treat this as a one-off cash benefit for now as well. We were then able to make certain
assumption and inferences that gave us an estimate of the cost implications for counties. We were able to
pull together the total car loans and mortgages for most positions. For the various County Public Service
Board positions, we were able to use an SRC circular from 18 December 2014 showing job groups for a
number of key positions. This shows that the chairperson of the CPSB is in job group S, while the vice-chair,
member, and secretary are in job group R.
For some groups, such as the county assembly staff and county assembly ward staff, we made assumptions
about job groups. For the county assembly ward staff, a look at some county budgets (e.g., West Pokot,
Bomet) seem to indicate that each ward has a secretary, messenger and a gardener. The three are assumed
to be in the job cadres between Job groups A and F and the car loans and mortgages they are eligible for
were calculated based on this assumption. County budgets seem to indicate that most of the staff in the
county assembly fall in the job group K and N and we therefore assumed this was the average job group and
used it to estimate the total cost. A breakdown of how we classified staff by job group and the benefits
availed as per the SRC circular is below.

Table B1: Car Loan and Mortgage Benefit By Job Group

Source: SRC Dec 18, 2014 circular and various county budgets with staff details
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Table B.2: Bomet County 2015-16 Budget Estimates Showing Job Groups:
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Table B.3: West Pokot County 2015-16 Budget Estimates Showing Job Groups

Taking all this together, our estimate of car loans and mortgages (excluding public sector service delivery
staff who are also eligible for the scheme and MCAs and CEC members who were already eligible for a
different scheme) is Ksh 120 billion, as can be seen below. When we add in the CECs and MCAs, this rises
to Ksh 133 billion, and when we add them in at the new rates (rather than the old rates they have been
receiving), this rises even further to Ksh 171 billion.
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Table B.4 Total Car Loan and Mortgage Costs Estimated Under SRC Circular, December 2014
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Annex 3: Costs for Running all Counties
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